Condo Communication Committee
June 3, 2021
FV Clubhouse/Mt Hood Room
Members present: Jill Dempsey/Chair, Elsie Neal, Nan Williams
Absent: Lynn Hoheisel & Helene Pihl.
No “Zoom” attendees
Weekly Blasts-Feedback & general discussion: We are trying to keep these emails at one per week,
when possible. There was a general discussion concerning the cleaning of the decks. Some owners
asked the deck cleaner when their building would be done. The committee members were asked to let
people know that any questions should be directed the BOD or KPS as the site laborers really do not
know the plan. What people saw was just one building being done to assess how long the cleaning,
drying, and reseal process takes to help develop a schedule. Some variables such as rainy weather can
delay the process so the schedule will be updated on a weekly basis.
Foyer Flyer Survey Results- Thirty-eight (38) units responded to the survey. Of those who responded,
20 indicated they preferred a Bulletin Board, 10 preferred the wall pocket, and 8 wrote in a 3rd choice that
was not on the survey, indicating that they liked the current method of using magnets. Several wrote that
they did not see any magnet damage on their door. One person said having a bulletin board was like
living in a dorm. One person indicated that having something on the wall would take away from their
displayed artwork. One person who emailed their response said that they liked a bulletin board but also
said we should attach 4 copies of the flyer so owners can each take one. If this person emailed, they get
Blasts and also have access to the website, so it sort of defeats the purpose of one flyer per foyer. The
BOD in the May workshop meeting decided not to take any action at this point.
We recently learned that FV will allow us to have a bulletin board in the cloak room. The bulletin board
has been purchased and will be affixed by a FV volunteer. Having the bulletin board should help us
decrease the number of foyer flyers. If people wish a copy, they can make copies on the FV copier in the
clubhouse and pay 10 cents per page to FV.
The committee members will check to see if every foyer has a magnet on the door and report back to Jill.
They will also check with those they deliver minutes to and find out if they still request a copy of the
minutes since they can now view a copy at the clubhouse.
We had a general discussion about the flyers sticking to the new paint. Apparently, it did not cause
permanent damage and the paper residue can be washed off. If there is no magnet, the deliverers were
asked to please tape the flyers to the foyer window until a new magnet can be purchased.
Review of “Welcome Letter”- Committee members gave feedback and provided suggested editing
changes to the letter. Helene sent her suggestions in advance of the meeting. Editing changes will be
made and the document will be sent to Sharon Heydet and Judy Elliott, Condo representatives on the
Welcome Committee. After their review, and any additional editing changes, the letter will go to the BOD
for approval and a decision on how to get these to new unit owners.
The committee reviewed the current foyer flyer, we went to the cloak room to figure out a plan for the
bulletin board, and copies were made of the foyer flyers to be delivered in the next couple days.
Next meeting: July 1, 2021.
Respectfully submitted,
Jill Dempsey

